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SUMMARY 

A theoretical analysis IS made of the sensltivlty of .s pressure 
pick-up of the strain-gauged cantilever type and of the condztions for maximum 
sensltitity. Two different conflguretions are treated end the effect of 
tension in the diaphragm is also considered. An account is given of experiments 
carried out in order to verify the analysis and to observe the behaviour outside 
the range of validity of the theory. 

Suggestions are made for practlcnl pick-up design based on both thecry 
and experiment.snd details are given of the construction of a miniature pressure 
pick-up of the type oonsidered in the theoretical treatment, in the design of 
which the work of the earlier part of the report has been dsed. 

This pick-up unit is cylindrical, mth overall diameter 1 inch and 
overall length 2 inches, its weight being I.9 ounces. It is designed to 
operate in the range O-20 p.s.i. and will record either positive or negative 
pressures; It can readiljr be adapted for use over a much renter presswe 
range. F interchangeable pick-up heads are provided, vrlth ;r inch dlsmeter and & 
inch dismeter diaphragms respeotlvely. The latter can be used to give increased 
sensltlvity with the same body-size when measurement of the mean pressure over a 
relatrvely large area ~11 give the accuracy required. 

A high sensitivity has been maintained, despite the reduction from 
conventional size, by using the oomponent dimensions for maximum sensitivity 
calculated from the theory. 

The specially designed layout of the pick-up makes it exceptionally 
easy to service, and in the event of strain-gauge failure a new head can be 
fitted in a few minutes. 
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1. IiTRODUCTION 

Pressure pick-ups are of several different basic dosigns, 
intended to operate under various sets of physical conditions. It 
would therefore be meaningless to compare them merely by their 
sensitivities. Once a particular type has been chosen, however, it 
may be necessary to adjust the physical pnrametors involved for that 
type in order to obtain maximum sensitivity from it. 

This necessity forms the basis for the notes rlhich follow, 
l-rhioh refer entirely to one of the basic types of pick-up. This is 
described in detail later, but consists essentially of a diaphragm to 
which the pressure to be measured is applied, and a pushrod connecting 
it to a strain-gauged cantilever. This pick-up is used mainly to 
moumre rapidly varying pressures in a liquifi bounding on a solid surface. 
It will be evident that it only records a mean pressure over the diaphragm, 
and as it was required to WC this type of pick-up to measure prcssurc in 
a field xith a high space as vie11 as time grationt the diameter of tho 
diaphragm had to be reduced considerably from its usual size. It was at 
this sta,e that it bcceme nccessery to investigate the conditions for 
mz~mum sonsitivity at a given diaphragm diameter, since the dcfleotion 
becomes extremely small at small diameters. 

A detailed thcoretioal analysis of tho sensitivity of the 
pick-up has been mado for two different goomctrical arr<ulgemcnts and is 
given below. This analysis 13 only valid for infinitesimal deflections, 
and the problem of its extension to larger deflections is a formidable 
one. The treatment of the 1,x-&e deflootion of a diaphragm under either 
uniform pressure or a centre load 1 s not too difficult, but the results 
cannot be coripoundod as the prinoipl c of suprposltion is not valid for 
these deflcdions. However, the first or&r theory will successfully 
prodxt tho variation of sensitivity Ttith physical parameters rt low 
pressures (which correspond to small deflections) and enable maxixzm 
semitivlty to bc obtained there. It cannot bo expected that the value 
of sny particular p<?mmetcr for m-mum sensitivity will bo independent 
of pressure sinoc, at large deflections, the dofleotion relations change 
from linear to cubic form. This being so, it SOOIW reasonable to maximise 
the sensitivity for lox pressures from theory, and to investigate the 
variations of parameters for mximum sensitivity with increasing pressure. 
This latter investigation has been carried out for the first pick-up 
oonfiguratwn to give guid,woe on the behaviour of both, and d&ails will 
be foundbclon; 

The effect of initial tension in the diaphragm has also been 
considered, again only for the first configuration since, as it is impossible 
to preset a given initial tension, it is only roquircd to Iuxov~wbcther it is 
an advantage to have tonsion present or not. 

Sensitivity is not the only important characteristic of a pick-up. 
Other factors to be considered are its critical frcquoncies, natural 
damping ana behaviour under acceleration, which all affect its response. 
These matters are not directly related to tho investigation in hLand Laud 
have therefare not boon dealt with theoretically. Comparisons have, 
however, been made of several small pick-ups design& for maximum sensitivity 
with a standard pick-up to determine the changes, if any, in these 
db.tiord factors. 

2. SIHGLE CN~EXIXVER TYPD PICK-UP 

2.1. Theorotioal treatment for small deflections 

The pick-up consists of a circular diaphragm -and of a cantilever 
parallel to it, the two being joined by a pushrod connected to the centre 
of the diaphragm and the end of t'ne cantilever. On either side of the 

/ cantilever 
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cantilever is fixed sn electric bonded wire resistance strain gauge, these 
two gauges farming two arms of a Wheatstone bridge circuit. The schematic 
arrangement of the pick-up is illustrated in Figures 1 and 2 (i , AC being 
the pushrod, AEi the cantilever and XY, X' Y' the strain gauges 2 located 
arbitrarily on the cantilever for the present). Some simplifications are 
necessary before the problem can be treated theoretically, and those made 
mainly relate to the pushro& This has been assumed to be of negligible 
cross-section and to be incompressible. This results in the application 
of a point load to the cantilever, whereas in practice there would also be 
a moment tending to constrain the cantilever end slope to some extent. To 
deal with this point realistically the sensitivity has been calculated for 
two different cases, with the end of the cantilever completely unconstrained 
in slope and with it oonstrained to lie parallel to its undeflected position, 
and the intermebate position briefly considered, 

The variables in the problem are '(see Pigure 2) 

h one half of cantilever thickness 

x the deflection of the diaphragm and cantilever 

9 the pressure on the diaphragm 

P the thrust in the pushfod 

L the cantilever length 

a the diaphragm radius 

t the diaphragm thickness 

other relevant parameters being determined by the choice of materials. 
Consider first the cantilever AR and assume 

(i) pure flexure (i.e. 110 tension m AR) 

(ii) that the weight of Ab is negligible in comparison 
with the shearing forces. 

In the defleoted positions illustrated in Figure 2 (iii) and(iv), 
(the two different cases referredhto above) the extension of a length 
element 0.v between X and Y is - g Oy, where R-is the local radius of 
curvature and 

7 - =w 
FT _. = +5-w 

(l+z;) 

3 
a- syy approx if zy << 1 , 2.101 

sy, syy denoting partial derivatives in the usual manner. The total 
extension of XY is thus 

2102 

and sirice the extension of X' Y' is - #, it follows that@ is a direct 
measure of the sensitivity, for a strain gauge of fixed length. 

/Inltia.lly 
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Initially we may consider the cantilever to be deflected under an 
end load P and some bending moment X also acting at the end (Figurn: Z(v)); 
the vslue of id will later be determined by the appropriate end slope 
conditions. If L is the length of AB ad $ the ben&ing moment at Q m 
the sense sholm in Figure 2(1i) then 

bb = P(liy)-M = E, I zyy 2.103 

where E, 1s Young's modulus for the cantilever, A its cross-sectional area n 
(dbh)andI=$. 

%Y= & (by) - & 
c 

andzy = 
( ) 

PYZ PSy- _ 

so that e = c&j52 -zI 

since ( z)y=o = 0 = by),,. . 

Now x = ( z)~=L = PL3 m2 b 
fE,I-2E,I' 

.‘. P = jECrx + g = 2Ecbh3x + & 
T- I? 2L 

2.104 

2.105 

2.106 

2.103 

2.108 

The case in which the end of the cantilever is unconstraineb.in slope 
gives M = 0, 
that M = PA. 

and that in d-&h the end slope is zero zy = 0 at y = L so 

2 
The values of # in these tmo cases, which thrill be referred 

to as Cases A and B throughout, are given by 

respectively. More generally, if .zy q k at y = I, 

then M = g - k-%1 
2 L 

-3 endx = pL+-- kL = PL3 
12&I 2 8&bh3 + ?- ' 

so that g5 = (3 &$-y2]; + .;h;$ -$j:). 

Case B is obtained ZrectJy from Case C by putting k = 0. 

2.109 A 

2.109 B 

2.107 c 

2.108 c 

2.109 c 

how 
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Now consider the diaphragm, 
subjected to a uniform pressure q and 
the thrust in the pushrod (the moment 

whioh is clamped at its edge. It is 
a centre load p, corresponding to 
corresponding to M has been neglected 

es It mould not be expected that a small moment applied about a diameter 
would effect the centre deflection of the diaphragm). In this section 
only the case of an initially untensioned diapkzagm will be considered, 
and the centre deflection xl under a centre load P is then (Ref.1) 

x1 = 3(1-02) Pa2 

4q3 
2.110 

where a is the radius, Ed Young's modulus snd c Poxson's ratio for the 
diaphragm, an 
negligible). e 

t is its thickness (the diaphragm vreight being supposed 
This expression is obtained by writing r = 0 in the full 

equation of the deflected surface (Ref.l) 

wl 
PI-2 

=m 
1% t + 2.111 

where vi-l denotes deflection from equilibrium position end D = Edt3 
i-7 2’112 

so that x1 = wr=o ] * 

Tie centre deflection under a uniform pressure is similarly (Ref.l) 

x2 = 3(1-S) qa4 
16E,$3 

2. ll3 

[-frog w2 = & (a* - r2)' 2. L24-j 

so that combining this with 2.110, having due regard to the sense of the 
deflections, 

x = j(1-02) oak _ 3(1-~2) pa2 
16Edt3 4rQt3 

2.115 

= w - 3(l-u2)a2 . 2E,bh3x 2.116 A 
4rqt3 I? 

eliminating P by 2.108 A, when M = 0, 

4 

x = 

from 2.10&, for the two cases of non-zero hL 

Thus x = a - Pxh3, ssy 

tieye a = 3(1-‘) qa4 
16@ 

2.117 A 

2.118 A 

anap = 3(l-c2)a2bEc 2.119 A 
2xE&3IJ 

/when 
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when hl = 0, 

orx = a'+'xh3 

where a' = a+ 3k(l-d?)a2Eobh3 

7Qt3L2 

and p' = 4p 

when M f 0. 

Thus x = a (l+Ph3)-1 or a'(l+@'h3)-1 

as appropriate. 

This gxves 

orpr = [-23]: 

or@ = 

2.117 B & C 

2.118 B & C 

2.119 B Be c 

2.120 

2.121 A 

2.121 B 

2.121 c 

These give @ ux the final form required. It can be seenby inspection at 
this stage that # willdecreaseas either t or b increases, in all csses. 
The value of 'a' vrill normally be determined by considerations other than 
that of sensltlvity and so only h and L remaln as parsmeters whose effects 
have still tc be determlneb Nsximum sensitivity under thiolcnoss or length 
varutions of the cantilever is now given by 

@h a 0 2.122 

Or#L = 0 2.123 

(suffices again indicating partial derivatives) leading dFrectly to the 
best values of L and h Before 2.123 is solved a definite length and 
position of strain gauge must be selected. If L and h are regarded as 
sxxd.tsneously variable, 2.122 and 2.123 must be solved as simultaneous 
equations m L snd h; other&se the appropriate one is solved ind.ividuall,y. 

Case C will not be considered further since normally for these 
con&tions k rdllbc a complicated function of X. DcWls ok the 
behaviour for the case when k is held constant or is a knom function of x 
can huwever bc calculated from the formulae already given by a procedure 
exactly snalogo:s to that f-c@ beluw. 

A4 Suppose 
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(a) Suppose L fixed and only h variable. 

In Case A, #h = 0 implies (2.121 A) 

. l-2pd 
l *  (l&3) 2 = ’ 

. 
. . l- 2@h3 = 0 or 1 + Dd = cy), the latter corresponding to minimum 
sensitivity. 

’ h3=+ . . 
l/3 

t 
7aQA.J 113 = . 

3(1-c2)a2bE,, 
2.126 A 

Similarly Case B gives 
l/3 

h= 
mat3L3 'I 

12(1&)a2bE,( ' 
2.124 B 

(b) If the strain gauge is 
at the root then 

G _ 3ho.(cL+2) 

r.?(l+pd) 

or $ _ @m(cJ--c*) 
L3( h4Ph3 ) 

Consider fx-st Case A. 

. 

supposed to be of length c and to be attached 

2.125 A 

2.125 B 

# = 3(d+“)hwp4 

-J- Lt+h ab 

(substituting for a and p) 

where ?1 = ti 
16Ea 

and-f =3w-+,~ 
27cEa 

Now regarding h and L 2s simultaneously variable, we require 

2.126 h 

2.127 

2.128 

/But 
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But @L = o mplies jch~qak _ qL2t3hrlqa4 (CL+*) 
Ik3+h%a2b (L3t3+h%-a2b)* = ' 

2.129 A 

and as Lk3+hka2b = cm carresponds to minimum sensitivity, 

I&3- p2t3+h3Ya2b = 0 

From 2.126. A, 

2.130 A 

#h = 0 implies h3 e & = aat" 
3(1-u*)a*bE c 

= $d s@Y 

so that h = &t,. 

Substituting m 2.130, 

&t3-b3Ya2b) - $ .L2 t3 = o 2.132 A 

and as L f 0 for maximum sensitivity, 

substituting for p sndY 

This is the result tich would have been expected. 

FarCaseB,@=&!&!& 
ti( 1+4&') 

= 6(cL-c2)hnqak . 

I?t3+4h-3ya2b 

@L = 0 leads to 

I.&s- cL2d - 2h%a2b = 0 

2.131 A 

2.133 A 

find a, = 0 (from 2.1&B) to 

h3 = xE&3L3 

12(l-&)a2bE, 

so that from 2.130 B 

L3(l- yraa ) - $ CL2 = 0 
6(k?)~~ c 

2.126 B 

2.130 B 
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whence the optimum value of L is 

L= Jc/2 
1 - Y%Ed 

= 2c, substituting for Y, 

6(1-&EC 

2.l.32 B 

2.133 B 

As stated in the introduction, the results obtalned in this section are 
only valid for small deflections, in fact for xc-&. They may be con- 
veniently sunslsrised as under:- 

A measure of the pick-up sensitivity is given in the two cases 
considered in detail by 

(2.121 A) 

(2.121B) 

If only h is regarded as variable, # has a maximum at 

(2.124 A) 

or h = f&rj3 = {12(l>rIcE 
c 

1" (2 124 B) 

vtiile if L and h are both regarded as variable the maximum occurs at 

(2.132 A) 

(2.133 A) 

2. 2. The effect of initial tension 

It is clear that for small deflections the effect of initial unifon 
tension T m the diaphragm on the deflections must be to reduce them in the 
mimer 
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x2* = x2 (l-+0)1) 
where f(0) = 0 = g(0) 

or equivalently 

x1* = q-&j-, 
x2x = ,iq-$j-, 

ame fl( o) = o = gl (0). 3 

2.201 

2.202 

2.203 

2. 204 

If in addition the values of T are small these become 

*1 * = x1 (I-QT) 2.2Q5 

x27 = x2 (l-I@) 2.206 

where Kl > 0 and K2 ‘) 0, end[Tj(<l. Nadal has calculated (Ref.4) that 

lla2 
K2 =721)= 

2 0.151- D 2.207 

2.206 

For dimensions1 reasons Kl 1s also a constant multiple of $ , and the 
value of the constant can bc expected to bc of the same order as that 
in 2.207. 2.205 and 6 now enable the effect of initial tension to be 
examme d. Instead of 2.110 and 2.11: ve now have 

and X2* = &d!d4 (l-];2T) 

l6~&3 

x = x2*-x1 * 
. . 

= w (1-K2T) - 3 (l-KlT). 
d T a. 

In Case A this gives 

x = 3(14qJ+ (1-K T) - 
3(l-o-2)Ecbh3xn2 

16Edt3 2 
2&E&3 

( 1-KlT ) 

(from 2.108). 

= a (1-K2T)--pxh3 (LK~T) 

. X= a (1-K2T) 
. . l+pd(l-KlT) 

Y 
md @ = 3ah(l-QT) bcf-$~?/ ;( 

3 [l&h3 (l-KlTj 

(from 2.109 A) 

2.215 A 

/For 

2.209 

2.210 

2.211 

2.212 A 

2.213 A 

2.2Ut A 
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For Case B, 

x = a(l-K2T) -4P(l-KlT) xh3 2.213 B 

’ x= 
cL( l-K$c ) 

2.234 B 
. . 

UtPh3(1-KlT) 
Y 

ana ti = 6ah(l-K2T) r&y21 x 

L' ~&3d(l-KlT)1 
2.215 B 

The effect of the tension on the optmua cantilever thickness 
iS now given by $dh:- 

$h = 0 leads to h3 = 1 
qqiqF) 

2.216 ll 

Or h3 = .5&g 2.216 B 

unless l-K2T = 0, which is actually outside the range of validity for T. 

(The singularity of @ at T = (1 + 1 -.&/R1 or(1+1)/Klis similarly 
4pd 

excluded) Thus the effect of initial ter.sion is to increase the optimum 

cantilever-thickness.in the ratio p/( l-KIT ) ) 1'3. 

Again, the advantage or otherwise of introduc?ng such a tension 
is determined by #T: 

eT = 0 yields 09.42) Ph3-$ = o, 

-$+ph3 (MlT)) * 
2.217 A 

which has only a solution at T = 00, which lies outside the range cf T 
for which the analysis is valid. This indicates that 0 is monotonic in T 
as T increases from zero, whence the sign of #T is alwsys that of (@T)T = o, 

From 2.217 A, (@T)T = o 2 0 according as 

2.218 A 

This is therefore the determining condition fcr the introduction of a small 
ten&m III Case A, and a sitdar analysis of Case B gives a condition 

2.218 B 
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2.3. Use of diaphragm with unclsmpd edge 

If the edge of the diaphragm 1s freely supported, the deflection 
relations become (Ref.l) 

2.301 

and x2 = (54 qa4 
@+(l+a)D 

2.302 

so that x = x2-q 

15+09 cd+ 
= &(lw)D 

 ̂ (3+G) Pa2 2.303 
164kJ)D 

which m Case A becomes 

x _ (5+c)qa4 _ (3+ci)a2 . 2Ec;3x 

&(l+u)D 16m(l+u) 

= al-p1 xd 2.304 A 

whzle for Case B, 

2.305 

2.306 

2.307 A 

2.307 B 

the use of this method of diaphragm attachment will therefore be 
an advantage if 

QFl 

1+Plh3 
> LL- (A) or a1 > @+ 

l+Pd lt4Plh3 L4Ph3 
(B) 2.308 

i.e d > 
CPU1 = 

q-41 
-; (A) orb-$ (B) 2.309 

which means in all pra&iNt cases, the sensitivity being increased by a 
multiplicative factor 

(zw) l+f3h3 1 (A) or (5+d 143h3 

l+u+Ph3(3+a)j kwMh3(3+o) 
(B). 

/2.l+. Correlation 



2.4. Gorrelatim with experiment 

The vsrious results derived in previws sections rdate on@ to 
deflections which sre small compared with the diaphragm thickness. As the 
deflections involved in practice considarsbly exceed this limit, the 
correlation of the results with experiment falls naturally into two parts, 
the confirmation of results predicted for small &f&&ions and observation 
of the behaviour for large deflections. 

The pick-up which was in use before the commencement of this 
investigation contained a German silver diaphragm and beryllium copper 
cantilever, the values of the various psrameters being as under:- 

L Ilin 

h =O.lin 

b mean = 0.3 in, (slightly tapered).W 

t = o.min 

s = 0.5in 

u = 0.37 

Ed = 16.8 x lo6 lb./in.* 

E, = 18.5 x lo6 lb./in* 

c = 0.5 in 

This pick-up has been used as a standard for compsrisonpurposes, and where 
not otherwise mentioned the vslues of the parameters have been maintained 
at these values in the tests described. 

0w.ng to its method of fitting, the diaphragm in this pick-up eras 
subjected to inltlal tension, approximately isotropic and homogenous. 
This tension varied from diaphragm to diaphragm and the first test carried 
out was to obtain deflection curves under both uniform pressure snir a centre 
load fcr two such diaphragms and also for one so mounted that it had no 
initial tension. These curves are given in Figures 3 and 4, Diaphragm C 
being that vrnth no initial tension 

These curves illustrate Sections 2.1 and 2.2. above. The rela- 
tions 2.110 and 2.113 are the theoreticnl equations of the deflection curves 
for Diaphragm C. They are, hornever, only valid as long as the middle surface 
of the diaphragm remains the neutral surface. This will only be the case 
when x is small compared mith t, so that the two equations should give the 
tangents to the two experimental curves at the crigin Inserting the 
numerical values given above the equations become 

x = 0.0094 q 2.4.01 

sndx=O.c4.79P 2 lb02 

respectively. 

It rmllbe seen from Figures 3 and 4 that these lines are in fact 
the required tsngents, the rate of fall-sway of the experimental curve..?. tith 
incxs&ng loadbeing greater In the c&se of the centre load. 

/It 

x The taper is not signific~snt since sensitivity for n parallel sld.ed 
cantilever only varies slightly with b over the range considerd (see 
Figure 9). 
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c It may be noted that the equations of the curves for Diaphragm C 
for large deflec'hons can actually be calculated. 2.113 becomes approximately 

x2 + 0.488 F ( ) 
3 

7 =+ g ’ ( ) it 4 (l-2) 2.403 

(cf. the various formulae quoted in Ref. 2). Similar alterations would 
have to be made to all the relations quoted in the previous sections under 
these conditions, including the value of @, and the deflection relations 
calculated by some method not involving the superposition principle. 
The requisite calculations were not felt to be justified for the purpose 
inhsnd as, ' J it would not be expected that it would be possible 
to maximise ZZ%.~~~'simultsneously for small and large defleotionsJ 

In Figures 5 snd 6 are given the sensitivity curves obtained by 
fitting one cantilever and strain gauge system to Dia&ragms B end C in 
turn; meter readings on these end all other figures refer to the output 
meter reading of the amplifying circuit used, conditions in this circuit 
being the same for all experiments. The cantilever system was exactly the 
same as that already described except that only one strain gauge, on the 
lower face, was used, the circuit being completed by an unstrained gauge 
separately mounted. The cantilever thiclmess was reduced3y grinding in 
steps from 0.090 in. to 0.010 in. Curves have been obtained at various 
pressures, the smell ones corresponding to deflections coming vnthin the 
theoretical treatment end the large ones to those lying outside it. 
That the curves have had to be presented. in tm0 sections is due to an 
enforced change of strain gauge; as it is never possible to mount two 
strain gauges in exactly the same position, the chsracteristics for the two 
halves daffer sliefitly, but this ~Lll not affect the general variation.* 
Additional curves have, however, been included showing the variation of 
sensitivity with cantilever thickness over a smaller range for two pick-ups, 
one with a pretensioned and one with an untensioned diaphragm (Figures 7 and 8): 
these do not represent the same cantilever systems and so are not directly 
comparable, but they do enable the variation of peak sensitivity to be 
studied more accurately than in Figures 5 and 6. The value of b for these 
two cantilevers v,ae.s constant at 0.25 in. as against a mean of 0.30 in. for 
the previous case. These cases therefore give a slightly better appro-tion 
to the theoretical case. 

Substitution in 2.124 A and B shows that maximum sensitivity is 
prcdictud to occur at 2h = 0.0196 in. when b = 0.30 in. end at 2h = 0.0208 in. 
when b = 0.25 in. for Case A, and at 2h = 0.0123 in. s~-,d 0.0131 in. for 
Case B. It will be seen from a comparat'.vc study of Figures 5-8 that the 
penk scnsitivitics do in fact occur between the predicted thicknesses for 
the two extreme cases (allowing some little latitude, both for oxporimental 
errOr in meaSUrmcntS md for approximations madr: in the theory). Case A 
is a bettor guide to actual conditions than Case B, but the rclativc merits 
of the two cases will in general depend on the dimensions of the pushrod and 
other components used; the pushrcd in the cases i llustrated was of circular 
cross-section, 0.1 in. diameter and 0.6 in. long. There is surprisingly 
little variation of the peak position with increasing pressure; the very 
slight apparent increase in the thickness for maximum sensitivity with 
increase of pressure may or may not bo actually proscnt. The CLZVCS would 
seem to indlcatc that the thcorctical treatment of Section 2.1 is valid in 
x it rather than x<dt. 
of 0.01 in. for q = 3). 

(Maximum dcflcctions obtained were of the order 

Figures 5, 6 and 8 also illustrate Section 2.2. In neither case 
does there appear to be any significant change in peak position at low 
pressures due to the presence of initial tension in the diaphragm, but in 
the cast of tho diaphragm used to obtain Figures 5 and 6 there is a small 

/shift 

w For the ssme reason, Figures 7 and 8 should not be compared quantitatively 
with Figures 5 and 6. 



shift upward with increasing pressure in the value of optmum cantilever 
thickness. Ths effect is still however not of a size which ~uld be 
significant in practice. That the effect is not apparent in Figure 8 
may be due to the difference in tiaphragm tension between the two cases 
or to the differences in the values of b. 

Comparison of the two sets of curves given in Figures 5 and 6 
shows the effect of introducing tension into the diaphragm of a pick-up 
of which the characteristics are already knov+n. Sensitivity is in general 
reduced in the range of cantilever thicknesses considered, at least for 
small pressures (corresponding to small deflections). At large pressures, 
there is little difference between the two cases. Calculations based on 
Figure 3 indicate that the value of T for this diephragm is too large for 
the relations of Section 2.2 to be valid, so that this case involves one 
approximation additional to the previous one - a term in 'I2 can be expected 
to occur in the more exact relations relevant to this case. The results 
are however a good illustration of Section 2.2 and should not gave results 
markedly different (qualitatively) from those for small tenslox; It mxght, 
however, be misleading to compare these results with the condition 2.218 
for the introduction of small tensions, though the general conclusion that 
a critxal value of cantilever thickness exists above which a tensioned 
diaphragm is an advantage seems to be confirmed by the rapid convergence 
of the sensitivity Curves of Figure 5 m the region of 2h = 0.1 in. 

For comparison with the above results a graph of the theoretical 
sensitivity curves based on 2.125 A is given in Figure 9 for three oanti- 
lever breadths, and a pressure of 3 lb./sq. in. 

The results of the experiments were taken to indicate that little 
loss in sensitivity muld occur in practical pick-up design if the optimum 
physical dunensions of the cantilever were calculated from the small 
deflection relations for the most appropriate cantilever end condition and 
that the introduction of a tensioned diaphragm, while reducing the sensi- 
tivity, would not have a large effect on the optimum dunensions if the 
tension were kept reasonably small. Figure IO gives calibration curves 
of a pick-up designed on these principles and of a pick-up of the "standard" 
type already mentioned. This show-s some improvement, though, ovvlng to 
differences in strain gauge mountings, etc., this is not neoessarily the 
maximum unprovement which can be achieved, The variation of sensitivity 
vnth diaphragm radius, observing optlmum cantilever thicknesses for Case A 
is illustrated in Figure 22. 

As the results above were considered generally satisfactory and 
in accord vvlth the small deflection theory, the calculations for the other 
configuration have been carned out for small deflections, no initial 
tension and with a clamped edge disphragm, no further experiments having 
been performed to verify these calculations. 

3. !lWlXCANTILEVER TYPEPICIWP 

3.1. Theoretical treatment for small defleotions 

This pick-up configuration was designed to give smaller overall 
Dimensions than the previous one. It employs twin cantilevers set back 
to back, the pushrod now dividing as shown in Figures 12 and. 13 to 
deflect both cantilevers. Only two strain gauges are used, each covering 
one side of both cantilevers, so that there is now an unused portion of 
each where it covers the cantilever root. 

Most of the treatment is identical with that of the previous 
case, only slight alterations in notation being necessary. The length 
of the common encastered root is denoted by r and the individual lengths 
of the cantilevers by L 
cantilever 1s s, so tha 4 

. The "exposed" length of strain gauge on each 
the total length of each gauge is 2s + r. 

/Other 



Other notation remains as before (see Figure 13). Only Case A has been 
treated as Case B is unlikely to be realised with thx arrangement but 
the necessary alterations can be cerned out as before. 
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If the thrust in the pushrod remains P at the diaphragm, the 
end thrust on each cantilever till be P/2, so that adapting 2.108 A we 
have (for AB say) 

P = 3E,Ix 
7 -= 

=,bh3x 

I3 
1 L: 

3.101 

A measure of the sensxtivlty of this pick-up arrangement is given by 

c I 

X 
!+= hzy 

B 
3.102 

(cf. 2.102). 

This is not the same function of the absolute sensitivity as 4 
m the previous section, but it is still a measure of the sensitivity of 
the whole pick-up. 

By the same reasoning zs was ~qloyed before (cf. 2.109 A) 

#1 = L- & (LlY-+Y2) c 1 x =[F X 
(L1Y-lY2) 

B 1 1 B 

3.103 

The rl~phrsgm deflection relation rcmalns, as in 2.115, 

x = 3(1-c2)qa4 _ 3(1-C2)Pa2 3.104 
16X$3 4Tq& 

but,because of the difference betwen 3.101 and 2.108 A, rcduccs to 

x = a - 2pxh3 3.105 

so that 

and 

x = a (1+2@d)-1 3.106 

@1 = 
3ah (sLl+s2) 

L; (1+2@3) 
3.107 

It 1s evident that if (@l)Ll = 0 1s solved then optimum sensi- 

tivity will occur at a value Of L1 equal to the exposed length of the 
strain gauge ori one cantilever, Le. Ll = 8. 3.108 

/The 
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The calculation of this will not be carried cut. simllsrly (#l)h = 0 
will lead to an optimum beam thickness 2h where 

3.109 

Simultaneous solution will give 

l 

L1= s 

h = {6(::;:bEc] 1'3 

(3.108) 

3.110 

It should be remembered that if the total length of a strain gauge is c, 
then s = &(c-r). 3. ill 

A comparison of tlus and the previous configuration may new be 
made. It is necessary to take a gauge of fixed length c for the two 
cases and compare @ with 2$9. Supposing the gauge in the frost case to 
be attached at the root, 2.121 A gives 

@ = Sah(cL-J-c2) 

$(l+Fh3) 

while from 3.107 

261 = 6ah(sLl-&s2) 

I$ 1+2$') 

The c?iLy fair comparison is the ideal case 1‘ = 0, L = 2L1, all other 
parameters being the same in both cases, when we have s = -$c so that 

3.112 

and 2g1 = 12ah(cL&c2) 
3.113 

$(1+2ph3) 

>$ for all positive-values of Fh3, 

and the ratio of sensitivities is 

3.115 

which is quite high, 

The more practical case is that in which r # 0, ana if then 
2% + r = L and s = ~(CYr) then 

w1 = 12ah {(c-r) (L-r) -&(~-r)~f 3.116 
(L-d3 (Lt2Ph3) /and 
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i, e 4(l+Bh3) 

(1+2ph3) 

which reduces the advantage somewhat. 

3.2. Correlation tith experunent 

As alRaW stated, no additional experiments were perfarmed to 
check the results of this section A graph is, how-ever, include& (Figure I&) 
to show the relative sensitivities of the two types of pick-up, with the 
ssme size of diaphragm and identical strain gauges, both being designed. tq 
cptlmum dimersicns .Crcm Sectiuns 2.1 and 3.1. (The relevant values of 
parameters additlcnal to those already given sre Ll = a3 in., r = 0.1~ in, 
giving optimum thictiess 0.008 in. for tin cantilever type pick-up). 
This confirms that t‘ne Win cantilever type is the mere sensitive, as 
predicted in Section 3.1. That the effect of introducing tenslcn in the 
diaphragm is simdar to the previous case 1s indicated 111 Figure 15, where 
calzbraticn curves are given for pick-ups with ncrmalX tension and tilth 
very law tension m the diaphragm respectively. 

4. SECONDAFX GHGKBcTKEfISTI~ 

In order to test the secondary characteristics of pick-ups 
referred to u the zntioducticn, three sinple csntllever type pick-ups 
were constructed rmth diaphragm radii 0.5, a.25 03 0.125 111 respectively 
snd vath cantilever thicknesses determined from 2.124 (Case A) and cne twzuy 
cantilever type of diaphragm raiiius 0.5 111. andwith cantilever thi+ss 
determined from 3.109. These were compared with a standard pick-up far 
behaviour under acceleratlcn and for natural frequency. 

In m case was there a defleotion equivalent to a unifcrm 
pressure of more than 0.01 lb./sq.in for an acceler.atLon of g ft./set.'. 
This figure was obtzuned with the twin cantdevcr type, the standard 
pick-up having a deflection equvalent to 0.005 lb./sq.m and the others 
deflecticns which mere not measurdle. All the pick-ups were therefore 
ccnsidsred satufactory in this respect. 

To measure the natural frequenoy of the pick-ups, each was giaan 
an initial defleotlcn and then released from rest. In this manner, what 
msy be termed. the fundamental mode would be excited (i.e. the ccmbirraticn 
of the lcwest modes of both diaphragm and cantilever). Photograph@ records, 
hcwever, revealed no trace vd?atever of any subsequent oscillatuns in any 
of the cases, and it can therefore be concluded that the f-n%& 
f'requeQcies were considerably In excess of the limiting frequency whinh 
could be detected by the reccrdug system (0. 60 cycles/set.). Since the 
recordzng system was that which is normally used 111 conwtia with such 
pick-ups,it was therefore concluded that the natural frequencies would not 
create any practical difficulties. 

5. coIX!LusIoNs 

Ta- both the theoretical and e.xperimcntal results into ccn- 
sIderation, it can be sad that, if it is requred to design a pick-up 
of either of the types considered se as to obtain maximum sensitivity 
from it, then the optimum cantilever th&ctiess can be obtained from 
relations 2.124 or 3.109, either Case A or @se B being chosen to acccr4 
rmth the oantiJ.ever end conditions aoct nearly obtaining with the system 
used; if there is dmabt on this point the n&an thiclmess for the two 

/ cases 

)E i.e. v of the same cder as that in the st~$qrd single-cantilever 
type tick-'+ 
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cases can be used without a serifs loss of sensitivity, though Casq A 
is more 13.kel.y to be realised than Case Ei The breadth of the cantilever 
and thxkness of the diaphragm should be kept as small as possible, and 
the length of the cantilever as nearly as possible equal to the length 
of the strain gauge element (Case A) or twice this length (Case B). 
The presence of initial tension in the diaphragm till not appreciably 
affect the optimum d=;mensions, but wz.11 reduce the sensitivity and the 
tension should therefore be kept as small as possible, beari,q other 
requirements in mind. Even greater sensitivity can be obtainedby using 
a diaphragm which is effectively freely supported, but this is not likely 
to be a practicsl proposition. 

No significant change in the natural frequencies of tha pick-up 
or in its behaviour under acceleration need be expected to arise from 
modifications to give optimum dimensions. 

/LIST OF SyMsoLE 
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LIST OF SnvlBoLs 

9 

r 

s 

t 

wl 

W2 

x 

Xl 

X2 

Xl" 

x2* 

Y) 

7, I 

A 

D 

EC 

Ed 

I 

Kl) 

K2 

L 

Ll 

M 

P 

R 

!I? 

diaphragm radius 

csntllever width 

length of strain gauge 

one half of csntilever 

csnt&3ver end slope 

pressure on diaphrae 

radial co-ordinate for 

thickness 

diaphragm (Section 2) or length 
of encastered root of strain gauge (Section 3). 

':exposed" length of strain gauge on each of twxn csntilcvers 

diaphragm thiclcncss 

deflection of any point of untensioned diaphragm under centre load 

deflection of any point of untensioned diaphragm under uniform pressure 

deflection of end of cantilever 

deflection of centre of untensjoned diq+uxgm under centre load 

deflection of centre of untensioned diaphragm under uniform prcsswc 

centre deflection of pretensioned diaphragm under centre load 

centre deflcctlon of pretensioned diaphragm under uniform pressure 

co-ordinates relative to csxtilever base (see Figure 2) 

cross-sectional arca of cantilever = 2bh 

Edt3 
.z 

12(1-G) 

Young's modulus of cantilever 

Young's modulus of diaphragm 

= Ah213 

tension correction constants (see 2.205 and 6) 

cantilever lzngth (slnglc cantilever type pick-up) 

csntilever length (twin cantilever type pick-up) 

bending moment m can'cilevcr 

force in pushrod 

redids of curvature of cantilever 

tension 3.n diaphragm /(A,B, 
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a’ = B + 3k(1-oP)a%,bh3 

7cC3at3L2 

P = 3(1-&a2b& 

27ii,@w 

P' = 4P 

y = 30+, 

2&a 

# sensit~tity of sin@ esqtilcver type pick-up (see 2.192). 

@1 sensitivity of tmn cantilever ~YZ pick-up (see 3.102). 

cT Poisson's ratio for diaphragm 

? = 3(1-G5 
16Ed 

Letters used as suffices denote partial dfz1vativ.x. 
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1. LiWTRODUCXXN 

This note describes a high-sensitivity miniature pressure pick-up 
of the diaphragm and strain-gaxd. cantilever type ahioh has been developd 
in M.LE.E. rrorlcshops to give the smallest possible body-size consistent with 
the strain-gauges availeble. It is protiiicd dth intcrchangcable pick-up 
heads, one with a& inch and one D. &inch diameter diaphragm. The pick-up 
enables pressures to be measured at point s d&h are very close to one another, 
and so is suitable for the measurement of pressures which V~J considerably 
frcn point to point in the pressure field concerned. By use of the head 
containing the amall diameter diaphrw an incrcasc in accuracy of mcnswcmcnt 
is possible, since the area over which a mean pressure is effeotively recodd 
is reduced, but there is naturally scme loss of scnsititity. 

The layout hp.8 been carefully planned to &VC easy access to all 
pnrts for inspection and to ensure spee3y replxemcnt of faulty oanponents, 
ad a high sensitivity h,as been mointdnd by using the ocmponent dimensions 
which were shown in Referenoe 1 to give maximum sensitiviw. 

The pick-up is dcsimed primarily for the measurcmant of impact 
pressures during the landing of n flying boat or flyirg boat model. 

2. DILSCRIETiON OF PI~MJP 

2.1. Prinoiplc of Operation 

In this type of pick-up the pressure to be measured is applied to a 
diaphrm, to the centre of and perpendicuti to which is fixed CL rigid 
push-rod. The other end. of the push-rod is fixed to a cantilwcr on either 
side of &nch strnln-gauges are fittd r!hoh form tic ams of dK!entitine 
bridge nircuit. 7hen a prossure is applid to the diaphr~m the resulting 
deflection is transmitted to the cantilever by the push-rod, the consequent 
change in the resistance of the strsin-gauges producing n measured current 
in the bridge meter, amplification be- used if neoessary. 

2.2. Construction of Pick-ue 

IKLl details of the lay-out of the pick-up are given in Figure 1. 

Ae shown in M,ue I+, the pick-up consists of trx, main parts, a 
body to which the lead is attached nd a detachable head, the WC beinp, held 
together by three 8 B.A. cadmium-plated steel screws and the joint soalcd. 
with a Gnco ring to make it watertight. ELectricad connection between the 
two halves is provided by a T-pin plug and sock& unit, and the parts are 
key&l to prevent misalignment during nssenbly and consequent dsr.mge to this. 

The body is machined in one piece from dwalunin. It has a thiok 
wall to give adequate room for the insertion of the screw joining it to the 
head, but is roo~sed internally elong one diameter to olenr the cantilever 
in the head. The so&et assembly consists of a Tufnol rizg into which are 
fitted three silver plated brass sockets, the wholo bein& fSxed inside the 
body with ti~o 10 B.A. steel screws Thu can be seen in JSgure 5. The 
leads exe soldered to thebases of the sockets and the cable is taken out 
through the end of the body, a standard size glad nut and rubber seal being 
fitted for natcrtightness. 

As already stated, IVO different heads tie provided, nith$ inch 
and $ inch diameter diaphragms rcspootively. These heads aro illustrated 
in Figwe 3. Each head is made from solid german silver in order to enswe 
that no faults arise from differential expansion during the fitting of the 
diaphragm. The diaphragm is cut fran 0.004 inch thick gennan silver sheet, 
this mterial having been found to resist corrosion. satisfactorily in salt 
water. It is solderd ti the msin part of the hczd,whlohis recessed to 

/ take 
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take it and. leave a flush surface. This is important since the pick-up is 
designed to measure pressures on bodies moving in fluids, and a protruding 
diaphragm would be liable to be torn off. 

To the centre of the diaphragm is soldered a spigot into which 
screws a silver steel push-rod strong enough not to bow under the loads 
applied, a locknut being provided here to allow the push-rod to be correctly 
orientated. The push-rod forks at the end farther from the diaphragm, where 
it is threaded and 1s attached to both sdes of the centre section of the 
cantilever with four 16 B.A. nuts. Adjustment is possible here to remove 
any tension accidentally introduced into the push-rod durizg assembly. 

The cantilever is shsped from beryllium copper sheet, the thickness 
depending on the head for which it 1s untended; this thickness is adJusted to 
give maximxnpick-up sensitivity in accordance with the calculations of 
Reference 1, the thicknesses relevant to this case berg 0.013 inch and 
0.008 inch for the heads mth the & inch and $ inch dxmeter dierphragmz 
respectively, The shape of the cantilever can be seen from the photographs. 
'&e side pieces perpendicular to the centre section allow the effective section 
of the cantilever (i.e. that to which the strain-gauges are attached) consider- 
able freedom in end slope and so zncrease sensitivity. The cantilever is 
attached to the head by 10 B.A. steel screws through its ends, which are 
parallel to the centre section. 

The attachment of the push-rod to side extensions on the cantilever 
leaves the main part of the cantilever free for the attachment of the strain- 
gnuges. These are matched 194 ohm British Thermostat gsuges with 4 inch 
elements. Shorter gauges have been tried but it has been found that creep 
in the ren&ngs end sero shift results; it is thought that this is due to the 
very small aahesive area and a consequent movemat of the adhesive itself 
under stress. 

It is importmt that the strain-gauges should be mounted so that 
the elements are centrally placed on the cantilever, as otherwise there is a 
loss of sensitlxity. It msy be mentioned here that the length of the centre 
section of the cantilever has been made slightly greater than that of each 
strain-gnuge element (in fact 1% txnes as long), also to give mez&mzn 
sensitivity. 

The leads from the gauges are soldered directly onto the pins of 
the plug assembly. These pins are of silvepplatsd brass snd are mounted 
on a Tufnol ring which is fixed to the head unth two IO B.A. steel screws. 
It will be noticed that in the photogrqhs these screws are situated 
inmediately under the cantilever; a modification has now been made in 
accordance with Figure 1 whereby the screws are located at the ends of the 
diameter perpendicular to the cantilever, thus permitting the cantilever en6 
plug assembly to be removed complete without any unsoldering being necessary. 

The male part of the key is made of durslumin snd is fixes to the 
head with a IO B.A. steel screw. 

The mounting of the assembled pick-up will depend upon the purpose 
for which It is required. The pick-up illustrated is intended for moUnting 
in a flat surface and is provided vnth three S &A. screw-holes in the face 
for this, the centre section of the face being raised slightly to permit it 
to protrude through the mounting ring and lie flush with the surface on which 
pressures are being measured.. 

2.3. General Remarks 

The range of operation of the pick-up described is 0 to 2 20 p.s.i., 
though this 1s readily chsnged if required.. The overall length of the pick-up, 
which is a cylinder of 1 inch diameter, is 2 inches, end the weight of the unit, 
without leads, is 1.9 ounces. 

Ahe 
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The pick-up has been designed for use riith a hIcMichae1 strain-gauge 
amplifier Type 5A, though it could be adapts3 for use with other mplifying 
systms. Figure 2 shms a vim of the ccmplete nssembly dth lmds ad plug 
suitable for this amplifier; trimetvmsmsll 2.5 cable has been used as this 
is the smallest diameter normal stuck size, but should any test necessitate 
minlatme cable this could of course be fitted, 

Great care has been taken to ensure that the pick-up CM be 
asscmbld or stripped easily and that all parts arc rmdily acoessible for 
servicug or inspcctlon. The rep?acement of the bend, which may be 
necessitated by strain-gwe failure, 19 m exceedmgly simple operntlon. 

3. PEXFDRMANCE OF PICK-UP 

Typical cdibration cumes of the tno pick-up heads mc d-mm in 
Fig.mes 8 and 9. These aerc obtsmd with aXIcMichae1 mplificr type 54 
using a sub-stannda!ti Sangsmo Xestcn 0 - 1.5 rsillismmeter in lieu cd' the 
sutput mter for greater nccuracy~ The curves at the same attcnuatlon for 
co.ch pick-up (FQxe 8) shon the extent of the loss in sensitivity arising 
from tic use of the sdler di@-uxagm, but den attenuations are djustcd to 
suitable aorkin& values (FQure Y), there is little to choose betiJeen the trio 
heads from this point of vien. It nsy be mentioned that these sensitivities 
canpare very favourably nith thoseof large pick-ups of the same @pe in 
current use. 

The effect of acceleration applied to the ick-up is very snail, 
the deflection under an acceleration of "0" ft./s=. 5 correspodxng to n 
pressure of about 0.001 lb./sq.in. in the case of the $ inch diaphragm and 
0.05 lb./sq.xn. In the case of the $ inch diaphragm. 

The natural frequencies of the plck-up are known to be in excess 
of 60 c.p.so 

4.. AThWTATIONT"oR Ol!H!3RPREXURERANGlB 

As already mention&, t2-1~ pick-up can easily be adapted for use 
over higher pressure ranges. 151 that is necessary is to strengthen the 
diaphragm, either by using thicker material or by introducing tension, e.g. 
by stretching the diaphragm betiieen capping and bacldny pieces. The 
cantilever thickness should then be adjusted In accordance xith the formulae 
mven in Reference 1. 
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